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I don't want to be the one to lose you
I never wanted to be that man
Constantly thinking about the things that you do
Hoping that you'd give me a chance
Contemplating why I love you so much
But don't think that i'll ever know
Something about the way you touch me my love
That keeps me coming back for more 

Gotta confess this isnt something all that easy
The deeds I've done, the way I've been
Mistakes that I have made
But I'm gonna be honest babe
I can't quite take all of the blame
Pushed me away
Then asked to stay
Something new everyday
Despite of everything
Come crawling back to you

I don't want to be the one to lose you
I never wanted to be that man
Constantly thinking about the things that you do
Hoping that you'd give me a chance
Contemplating why I love you so much
But don't think that i'll ever know
Something about the way you touch me my love
That keeps me coming back for more 

We've been through so much together
Know that you adore me
Through times do change
And rearrange
I just wish that you knew
How much of a wreck i've been
I'm trying to make you see
That I'd do anything
If it meant getting close to you

I don't want to be the one to lose you
I never wanted to be that man
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Constantly thinking about the things that you do
Hoping that you'd give me a chance
Contemplating why I love you so much
But don't think that i'll ever know
Something about the way you touch me my love
That keeps me coming back for more 

If I told you that I would change my ways
(Would you give me one more chance?)
Get down on my knees and ask you to stay
(Would you give me one more chance?)
Put out the flame raging inside of me
(Would you give me one more chance?)
don't think you understand what we could be

I don't want to be the one to lose you
i never wanted to be that man
constantly thinking about the things that you do
Hoping that you'd give me a chance
Contemplating why I love you so much
But dont think that i'll ever know
something about the way you touch me my love
That keeps me coming back for more

I don't want to be the one to lose you
I never wanted to be that man
Constantly thinking about the things that you do
Hoping that you'd give me a chance
Contemplating why I love you so much
But don't think that i'll ever know
Something about the way you touch me my love
That keeps me coming back for more
you gotta give me one more chance.
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